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1. Safety and station issues  
 
On behalf of the team at Hinkley Point B, thank you for giving me the 
opportunity to present my report and operational update for the second 
quarter of 2019. 
 
We measure our safety performance against top tier indicators, and I am 
pleased to report it is now over twelve years since we experienced a 
nuclear reportable event, over ten years since our last environmental 
event, over three years since the last EDF Energy employee lost time 
incident, and over two years since the last lost time incident to a contract 
partner. These high levels of safety performance are comparable to some 
of the best performing nuclear power plants in the world, and we will 
ensure we maintain this focus and these high standards as we strive 
towards operational excellence. 
 

Our strong and consistent environmental performance has been recognised throughout EDF Energy, 
after it was recently revealed the station has won the prestigious Generation Environmental Safety 
Award. This award is presented to the operational site that has the best performance in terms of 
environmental key performance indicators (KPI) and progress made with fleet and local improvement 
plans. At a recent senior leadership team meeting at Barnwood, I was presented with the award on 
behalf of the station by Generation’s Safety, Security & Assurance Director, Paul Winkle. 
 
Just last week auditors from Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (LRQA) completed their eighth annual 
LRQA surveillance at Hinkley Point B, and recommended the station’s certification continues against 
the management system standards for Quality (ISO 9001:2015), Environment (ISO 14001:2015), 
Occupational Health and Safety (OHSAS 18001:2007) and Asset Management (ISO 55001:2014). 
 
On the industrial safety front, during the first few weeks of the outage two workers needed 
subsequent hospital treatment following two separate personal injuries. The first involved a contract 
partner who needed five stitches after a portable grinder they were using ‘kicked back’ and made 
contact with their leg. The second concerned a maintenance technician who required five stitches 
after a pump they were unbolting unexpectedly rotated onto their hand. We are pleased to report 
both individuals made full recoveries and returned to work the following day/shift. Thorough 
investigations have been carried out into the circumstances surrounding both events, and the 
regulator has been informed. In addition there have been 25 first aid injuries during the period, all of 
a minor nature, and these predominantly occurred during the statutory outage.  
 
At the last meeting back in March I mentioned we were planning to shutdown reactor 3 / turbine 7 
later that evening for a planned statutory outage and inspection programme. I am pleased to report 
we returned the unit to service on Wednesday 5 June. Over one thousand extra workers teamed up 
with our existing workforce for the shutdown which involved the successful completion of a vessel 
entry programme so we could inspect the boilers, low pressure (LP) turbine and generator rotor 
exchange and inspections, and two gas circulator exchanges (one which was added to the original 
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scope). Routine outages such as this take place every 18 months and represent a huge financial 
investment into the power station, its systems and the local economy. During this outage, some £40 
million has been invested into routine maintenance, new equipment and expertise sourced from local 
and regionally based companies. Around 20% of the outage work was supported by the regional 
supply chain and forms part of a wider contribution of £790 million delivered into the South West 
economy by EDF Energy in a typical year. Over the period we completed 14,406 tasks, undertook 
over 100 quality inspections and used 49,115 spare parts to deliver the 191,000 hours of work 
required.  

 
As part of this intensive work programme and in line with previous statutory and planned outages, 
we undertook graphite inspections of the reactor core. We have reported both in this monthly 
newsletter and at the regular Hinkley Point Site Stakeholder Group meetings, we had never found 
any evidence of keyway root cracking from previous graphite inspections on reactor 3 at Hinkley 
Point B. During the current reactor 3 statutory outage we inspected 31 fuel channels and 5 control 
rod channels, and ten single hairline keyway root cracks were observed, including three full height 
axial cracks in one block. As reported before, keyway root cracks are well understood and we 
anticipate we will find cracks as our reactors get older, and this is written into our safety case. Each 
of the station’s reactors contains 6,000 blocks, 3,000 of which are fuel channel blocks, and all 
keyway root cracks were found in the fuel channel blocks. These inspections confirm that the 
graphite is behaving as experts predicted it would, underlining our confidence to operate Hinkley 
Point B to 2023 and beyond. More information about graphite and nuclear lifetime management is 
available on our website at: https://www.edfenergy.com/energy/nuclear-lifetime-management.  
Note: as reported at a previous SSG, we did identify a single hairline keyway root crack on one of the 
fuel channel graphite bricks in reactor 4 on our 2018 outage). 

 
There was one other shutdown during the reporting period, after reactor 3 was manually shutdown 
on Friday 7 June to repair a small lubricating oil leak from pipework on turbine 7. Following the 
repairs, the unit was safely and successfully returned to service on Sunday 16 June. 
 
Reactor 4 / turbine 8 has nominated at nominal full load since 21 February 2019, apart from short 
reductions for refuelling activities.  
 
Station output for the period between 26 February to 16 June was 1.050 TWh (one terawatt equals 
1,000,000 megawatts: one terawatt-hour represents one hour of electricity consumption at a 
constant rate of 1TW).  
 
During outage related activities on 9 May, a small amount of Carbon Dioxide

 
was observed 

emanating from small bore (one eighth of an inch) pipework located in quadrant 14 of the reactor 3 
gas circulator hall. Due to the number of persons present in the Radiological Controlled Area, a 
conservative decision was taken to declare a site incident, and a full muster was immediately initiated 
to account for all persons on site. In line with our standard procedures, fire appliances from Devon 
and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service and an ambulance attended the site as a precautionary 
measure. The small amount of Carbon Dioxide

 
was successfully contained in an accompanying bund, 

and a repair strategy was developed and implemented. A detailed investigation has being carried out 
into the circumstances surrounding the event. At no time was there any threat to power station 
workers, members of the public, or the environment.  
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The station celebrated World Environment Day on Wednesday 5 June by organising a very successful 
nature trail and beach clean-up. World Environment Day is the United Nations’ flagship day for 
promoting worldwide awareness and action for the environment. 
 

2. Environmental update 
The Environment Agency site inspector has visited the station throughout the period to complete 
themed inspections. These inspections have not raised any findings of significance. Small 
improvement opportunities have been identified and are being tracked and resolved as part of the 
station's action tracking process. 
 
Radioactive gaseous and aqueous discharges arising from normal plant operations remain at levels 
well below those authorised by the Environment Agency. 
 
During the reporting period we received the results from a fluid dynamic modelling report 
commissioned to understand the performance of the site’s surface water drain oil interceptor during 
different flow conditions. This plant item is the station’s last line of defence in the unlikely event of a 
loss of oil during certain operational evolutions. The report indicated the interceptor may not be as 
effective as it could be over a large range of expected flow conditions. Following this report, we have 
been very proactive in applying the necessary focus and mitigations in improving our environmental 
resilience on site when it comes to the release of oil to sea. 
 

No other events of environmental significance were recorded during the reporting period. As per 
normal process all events on site that are of interest environmentally are recorded and trended to 
determine the potential for improving our business activities. 
 

3. Emergency arrangements 
As reported at the last meeting, our 2019 shift exercise season is complete with all five shifts 
successfully undertaking their annual training and associated emergency exercises. The station’s Level 
1 exercise and demonstration to the Office for Nuclear Regulation is planned for Thursday 25 July, 
and I can confirm it will be a security biased scenario. Planning for our 2020 exercise programme is 
now well underway, with the shift exercise season due to start in January/February. 
 
In addition to our on-site heat and smoke training facility, which was formally opened in 2018 by the 
Chief Executive Officer of EDF Energy, Simone Rossi, we have now commissioned a new fire attack 
training unit which enables us to perform training in a more realistic environment. Our on-site 
training capability, using a mixture of site-based and external training instructors, is seen as fleet 
leading and the feedback from the teams has been very positive.  
 
Since our last meeting, there have been four ambulances called to site for station workers who have 
been taken unwell at the workplace. I am pleased to report all four are in the process of making full 
recoveries, and have already returned to work. 
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4. Production statistics 
For the period Tuesday 26 February to Sunday 16 June 2019: 
 
TWh (terawatt-hour) Production: 
 

> Reactor 3 0.106 
> Reactor 4 0.944 

 
Unit Capability Factor (% load factor) is based on a rated unit power (RUP) of 485 GNN (Gross Net 
Net) for reactor 3 and 480 GNN for reactor 4. 
 

> Reactor 3 91.44% excluding planned shutdowns and refuelling 
> Reactor 3 10.97% no allowance for planned events 

 
> Reactor 4 100% excluding planned shutdowns and refuelling 
> Reactor 4 98.70% no allowance for planned events 

 
Number of channels re-fuelled on both units: 28 plus 6 shuffled channels. 
 
Number of flasks despatched: 11  
Source: station records. 
 

As promised at our last meeting, I have included some simple descriptions and definitions about the 
general output and generation terms we use. I hope the following paragraphs bring some extra 
clarity. 
  
The terms power and energy are frequently confused. Power is the rate at which energy is generated 
or consumed and is measured in units (e.g. watts) that represent energy per unit time. For example, 
when a light bulb with a power rating of 100W is turned on for one hour, the energy used is 
100 watt hours. This same amount of energy would light a 40-watt bulb for 2.5 hours, or a 50-watt 
bulb for 2 hours. 
  
Power stations are rated using units of power, typically Megawatts or Gigawatts. This reflects the 
maximum power output it can achieve at any point in time. A power station's annual energy output, 
however, would be recorded using units of energy (not power), typically Gigawatt hours. Major 
energy production is often expressed as Terawatt hours for a given period of time, and the case of 
SSG reporting this period is typically four months. One Terawatt hour of energy is equal to a 
sustained power delivery of one Terawatt for one hour. 
  
Kilowatt  - 1,000 watts 
Megawatt  - 1,000,000 watts 
Gigawatt  - 1,000,000,000 watts 
Terawatt  - 1,000,000,000,000 watts 
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5. Community relations 
Hinkley Point Visitor Centre 
In April Hinkley Point’s highly successful visitor centre celebrated a major milestone after welcoming 
its 100,000

th
 visitor. Now a familiar sight in Bridgwater’s Angel Place shopping centre, it was opened 

in December 2012 and has become a ‘one stop shop’ for all EDF Energy enquiries and activities across 
Somerset. Since opening, the visitor centre team has:- 

� Welcomed over 100,000 people into the visitor centre 
� Organised over 1,000 tours of Hinkley Point B and have taken over 16,500 people on a 

guided tour of the power station 
� Organised over 300 tours of Hinkley Point C and have taken over 7,000 people on a guided 

tour of the new build construction site 
� Visited over 60 schools and have spoken to over 3,500 school children  
� Arranged over 100 special themed events in the visitor centre which has attracted nearly 

35,000 people 
� Dealt with over 5,000 customer service related enquires and over 7,000 recruitment related 

enquiries 
  

The 100,000
th
 visitor was Bridgwater resident, John Durant, and I had the pleasure of presenting him 

with a £50 gift voucher when he came through the visitor centre doors. 
 
The visitor centre is open six days a week, Monday to Friday 09:00 hours to 16:00 hours and on 
Saturdays between 09:00 hours and 13:00 hours. An EDF Energy customer services representative is 
also there every Wednesday answering customer queries.  To find out more information about the 
visitor centre or to book a tour of Hinkley Point B power station or the Hinkley Point C construction 
site, emails hinkleybtours@edf-energy.com or telephone 0800 096 9650. 
 
Site visits 
Since the last meeting the station has hosted a variety of organised external group visits, including 
representatives from Abbeyfield School – Chippenham, Beechen Cliff School - Bath, Clayesmore 
School - Dorset, Heathfield Community School - Taunton, Huish Episcopi School – Langport, 
Otterhampton Primary School, Preston School – Yeovil, and the University of Birmingham Nuclear 
Society. Each group received presentations on EDF Energy, Hinkley Point B and nuclear power at the 
visitor centre before being taken on a guided tour of the site. 
 
Sponsorship and Donations 
EDF Energy continues to support local charities and organisations. Since the last meeting, 
beneficiaries have included:-  

> Bridgwater Wolves FC 
> Cannington Pre School 
> Huntspill & Highbridge Scouts 
> Leaving Care Team 
> Mind in Somerset 
> Spaxton Junior FC 
> Taunton Round Table Charitable Trust Fund 
> Watchet Buccaneers 
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> Wembdon Community Association 
 
Charity of the Year – Breast Cancer Now 
Fundraising continues for the company’s charity of the year partner, Breast Cancer Now, and since 
the three year partnership was launched back in October 2016, Hinkley Point B staff and contract 
partners have raised over £25,500 for the popular charity. A wide variety of fundraising events have 
been organised, and just recently a group of station workers raised over £300 after taking part in a 
‘tash for cash’ challenge where they grew moustaches for the duration of the statutory outage. 
 

6. Staff 
> 523 full-time EDF Energy employees 
> 13 apprentices (12 x engineering maintenance and 1 x business) 
> 200 full-time contract staff 
> 1 graduate 
> 1 industrial placement student 

 

7. Company news 
EDF Renewables announces Edinburgh expansion 
EDF Renewables in the UK has opened an extension to its existing office in Edinburgh to 
accommodate 60 new jobs created on the Neart Na Gaoithe offshore wind farm project. Derek 
Mackay MSP, the Scottish Government’s Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and Fair Work, was 
at the official opening. 
 
A large number of the new team members have a particular focus on the Neart na Gaoithe (NnG) 
offshore wind farm which is planned to begin construction later this year. NnG has a capacity of up 
to 450 megawatts (MW) of low carbon energy, providing enough electricity to power more than 
375,000 Scottish homes*, and will offset over 400,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions each year. 
 
EDF Renewables is one of the UK’s leading renewable energy companies developing, building and 
operating energy generation projects with a focus on onshore and offshore wind as well as battery 
storage and other new technologies. In Scotland there are already eight onshore wind farms which 
have a capacity of 496 MW and we have over 2 GW in development. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
   Peter Evans 


